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13 half hour episodes:

Episode 1

Introduction to the theme of 'Dream Killers' with demonstrations of the common sense problems 
of trying to pin the sophisticated killing machine operations on any lone nut killer.

Episode 2

Background for the backlash brought on by JFK's staggering assaults on the Jim Crow America, 
Mafia, Dulles'-CIA, J. Edgar's FBI, Federal Reserve and Vietnam War.

Episode 3

LBJ and J. Edgar's good ol' boy loyalties and mob allegiances that included Carlos Marcello.

Episode 4

The killing of JFK with sound bridge at end to the MLK segment with the clear connection between 
MLK's activism and JFK's support of same.

Episode 5

The Civil Rights Era; all the reasons why Jim Crow America hated MLK and how J. Edgar's FBI was 
not interested in protecting him or his rights as an American citizen.

Episode 6

The continuing headache for J. Edgar and LBJ as MLK continued his worldwide exposure of the 
inequalities for blacks in America in 1967 leading up to his stand against the Vietnam war April 4, 
1967-anniversary of his murder.

Episode 7

The killing King with sound bridge of announcing to his followers that King had been killed.

Episode 8

Follow RFK from there; (with flashbacks of his prosecution of the Mafia going back to the 1950s - 
his involvement with JFK reference to the CIA's chagrin to the Bay of Pigs fiasco and his 
agreement with JFK on the ending of the Federal Reserve's control of American currency and the 
end of the Vietnam War) as he campaigns for President of the United States.
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Episode 9

RFK gets briefings from various souls-some in disguise to prevent their true identity from being 
known. The briefings unveil the forces at work to prevent him from becoming president.  They tell 
of Mafia, CIA, FBI, Military Industrial Tycoons, Oil Men and others who stand to lose if RFK 
becomes President. Some will go to prison for killing or helping to kill JFK and MLK. The stakes are 
as high as has ever been for the election of a president in the US.

Episode 10

The Ambassador Hotel - RFK is shot and taken to the hospital - when he dies is left hanging.

Episode 11

RFK dies in the hospital from the shooting at the Ambassador Hotel.  His death is announced to 
the world and peace loving people here in the US and around the world are psychologically 
traumatized.  Some decide to drop out of politics entirely no longer having faith to believe that it 
is a fair or legitimate process. Others go into depression and some commit suicide (as our LAPD 
Officer does in Red Polka Dot Dress).

Episode 12

In 1977 the House of Representatives establishes the House Select Committee on Assassinations 
to investigate the JFK and MLK deaths.  A close look at the work that is done demonstrates how 
even with US Government mandated authority to find the truth of the crimes, still evidence was 
withheld and valuable witnesses to the crimes mysteriously died, committed suicide or were killed. 
Investigators who worked closely with the HSCA later wrote books and did interviews telling their 
own personal stories of how they were stopped from following leads that led to the Mafia, CIA, FBI 
and others in the United States. Even FBI agents who had real evidence and information and/or 
desired to follow leads that would have led away from any lone nut scenario were stopped; 
sometimes harassed and transferred to positions making it impossible to follow up on the 
evidence they had already obtained.

Episode 13

Epilogue: The wrap up of how it all fits together showing that ultimately the motive and logistics 
of these assassinations had to be singularly based for them to be successful along with the 
continuing cover-up of the truth about them that still continues today.
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